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3  El Camino Real Sub-Area Workshop Summary Notes 

On July 28, 2020, the City of South San Francisco hosted an online sub-area workshop 

focused on the City’s El Camino Real area. This workshop is part of a series of community 

meetings for the current phase of Shape SSF, the City’s General Plan Update process, and 

was conducted via the Zoom Meetings platform. The purpose of the workshop was to 

review and discuss the draft vision statement, guiding policies and proposed land use 

alternatives for the El Camino Real area. Through a presentation, interactive live polls and 

Chat function in Zoom and conversation, meeting participants were invited to ask 

questions and provide their input. After the main presentation, participants broke out 

into small groups for more focused, facilitated conversations, followed by a report out of 

the key themes that arose in each of the groups. The following is a summary of the sub-

area workshop and input received. For the workshop presentation slides and live 

recording, visit shapessf.com/alternatives/.   

Meeting Participant Demographics 
There were approximately 44 members of the public present at the workshop. The 

neighborhoods represented, per a live poll at the beginning of the meeting, included: 

• 42% from Winston Serra 
• 25% from El Camino Real/Orange Park 
• 17% from Avalon/Brentwood 
• 8% from Downtown 
• No participants from East of 101, Paradise Valley/Sign Hill/Terrabay, Sunshine 

Gardens or Westborough 
 

Most participants were between the ages of 31-64 and were of White, Asian, and/or of 

Hispanic/Latinx descent. Participants were also asked to share how they heard about the 

event, and whether they have participated in a previous Shape SSF event. See Appendix 
for the comprehensive poll results. 

Key Issues 
After an overview of the General Plan Update process to date, the presentation focused 

on the purpose of developing land use alternatives for the community to make informed 

choices about the future of the City. The presentation listed key issues identified during 

an analysis of the area and by community members during previous engagement efforts. 

These key issues will be considered as guiding policies and land use alternatives are 

evaluated for El Camino Real and throughout the rest of the General Plan Update 

process. Among the key issues are traffic congestion (particularly at Chestnut Ave.), lack 

of pedestrian/bicycle infrastructure, lack of affordable housing, limited park 

space/gathering places and business displacement. 

 

Through a live poll, participants were asked which two they considered to be the most 

important in the area. The top two key issues identified by participants were traffic 

congestion at 44% and lack of affordable housing at 44%, followed by lack of 

pedestrian/bicycle infrastructure and lack of daily amenities. See Appendix for the 
comprehensive poll results. 
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Vision and Guiding Policies 
The presentation described the several factors considered in drafting the Downtown 

vision statement and preparing the three land use alternatives. These factors include the 

community input received during previous outreach efforts, an analysis of the existing 

population and land uses in the El Camino Real area, the current and foreseeable 

economic/market conditions, the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, the City’s projected 

long-term housing needs, as well as the current policies and vision described in the 

General Plan.  

The proposed vision for El Camino Real is: 

A dynamic and re-envisioned boulevard that is a safe and healthy place for 
transit riders, pedestrians, and cyclists, with a diverse mix of commercial and 
residential uses. 

Meeting participants were asked to weigh in on the draft vision statement through a live 

poll, which asked how much they agreed or disagreed with the statement. Of those that 

took the poll, 42% agree with the vision statement, while 25% neither agree or disagree. 

See Appendix for the comprehensive poll results. 

El Camino Real Land Use Alternatives 
The main focus of the workshop was the three land use alternatives being considered for 

El Camino Real. The presentation described how the land use alternatives test four main 

“Big Ideas”. These ideas include creating three mixed-use areas, reducing heights along El 

Camino Real and Chestnut Ave., improving connectivity to, across and within the corridor 

and reconnecting to Colma Creek. 

It was explained during the presentation that all three alternatives create three mixed-use 

centers (at BART, the Civic Center area, and S. Spruce Ave.) and a mixed-use character in 

general throughout the corridor. The three alternatives vary in the intensity of uses, with 

Alternative #1 having the most potential for growth. Alternatives #2 and #3 include 

reduced heights in the corridor, with Alternative #3 containing slightly reduced intensities 

at BART station, but both would allow for residential uses at the former school sites in the 

area. The following graphic shows a comparison of the three land use alternatives. See 
Appendix for more detailed maps of the Current General Plan and the three land use 
alternatives for the El Camino Real area. 
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The presentation also identified the potential for El Camino Real to help address the local 

housing crisis and to support transit ridership by allowing more residential and mixed-

use growth in the area, and to create neighborhood-serving mixed-use centers, which the 

community has expressed a lack of in the area. As change occurs, there will be 

opportunities to improve the street design and connectivity/access in the area. The 

challenges in the area include the potential displacement of commercial and retail 

businesses as change occurs. The corridor is also designed for moving vehicles with 

unfriendly conditions to pedestrians and bicycles. Potential impacts to the existing 

adjacent neighborhoods would also need to be addressed. 

After learning about each alternative, meeting participants were asked if they preferred 

one of the alternatives through a live poll. The results of those that took the poll were: 

• 44% preferred Alternative #1 
• 28% preferred Alternative #3 
• 20% preferred the Current General Plan 
• 12% preferred Alternative #2 

In addition, meeting participants were asked the importance of balancing future jobs and 

housing within Downtown, to ensure there is enough housing to keep up with local 

demand. Of the participants that responded, 36% noted that jobs-housing balance was 

extremely important, with 28% noting it was moderately important. See Appendix for the 
comprehensive poll results. 

General Participant Comments 
During the main discussion and presentation, participants asked several questions and 

provided comments. Below is a summary of the comments and discussion points, 

grouped into key topics. The project team’s response to comments is italicized.  
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Unincorporated Area Designation (Country Club Park 
Neighborhood) 

• Neighborhood opposed to the land use designation shown in the alternatives  

o Designation is low density residential, but the minimum lot area 

requirements under the City’s regulations would be less than the 

current County of San Mateo zoning 

o Keep ½ acre minimum lot size zoning 

o Concerns about losing the ability to have animals on single-family 

property  

Designation shown is intended to match the surrounding (incorporated) 
low density residential neighborhood 

The neighborhood is within the City’s sphere of influence, which requires 
Cities to have a long-term plan for the area in terms of land use, 
infrastructure (water, sewer, etc.) and other services (i.e. emergency 
services) if incorporated 

• Participants from the neighborhood expressed clearly their opposition to 

annexation and expressed general frustration about a lack of notification and 

engagement in the process 

• Annexation of the neighborhood should not be piecemeal – if the neighborhood 

is ever annexed, it should all be done at one time  

Current General Plan is in line with this recommendation and recommends 
annexation (if it happens) be for the entire neighborhood to help maintain 
its character 

Housing and Displacement 
• Concerns about new housing developments being only for high tech workforce 

and not affordable to others, especially current residents  

• Address limited parking at the BART station, especially if more housing is 

developed nearby 

• Locate more housing near BART 

• Alternatives #2 and #3 SB330 compliance  

o Reducing heights would address concerns about bulk and design, and 
does not necessarily mean reducing densities. SB330 also allows for 
other areas for potential housing growth, i.e. the Lindenville and East of 
101 areas 
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Small Group Discussion  
After the presentation and main discussion, participants were asked to break out into 

three small groups for a more in-depth, facilitated discussion of the draft vision 

statement and land use alternatives. Participants introduced themselves within each 

group and named one thing they love about South San Francisco. Each group was then 

asked a set of questions for discussion, outlined below. In addition, participants were 

also asked to provide direct feedback by completing the online survey at 

https://shapessf-elcaminoreal.metroquest.com/. The feedback received during the small 

group discussions are summarized below. Similar participant comments that came up in 

multiple groups are indicated as x2 or x3. 

Do you agree with the updated vision statement and policy 
direction for the area? 

• Emphasize housing, particularly affordable housing (x2) 

• Consider El Camino Real as a destination with a mix of uses, and not just a way 

to transport people and vehicles (x2) 

o Support for the transformation of and improved connections to Colma 

Creek and the creation of more public parks/open gathering spaces 

that will help to create a better sense of community (x2) 

• Support for the focus on accessibility and travel (x2) 

• Transform El Camino Real into a place for people, not cars (x2) 

Do you agree with the concept of creating three distinct 
mixed-use centers of activity along El Camino Real? Do you 
like the idea of more density adjacent to BART? Do you like a 
mixed-use center at S. Spruce Ave. and El Camino Real?  

• Creating mixed-use centers along the corridor will help create destinations 

along the corridor (x2) 

o Less focus on retail/commercial, and more on creating gathering 

spaces (x2) 

• Maximize housing potential around BART, but ensure that these densities will 

allow for more affordable housing, especially at lower income levels 

• The more housing near BART and other transit, the less dependent people will 

be on cars 

• Ensure these activity centers will be connected and accessible 

Do you agree with the approach of reducing building heights 
along El Camino Real? 

• Support for the lowered heights at Chestnut Ave./El Camino Real 

• Reducing heights may be a deterrent to the ability to add more housing in the 

area, and El Camino Real is the prime location for housing (x2) 

 

https://shapessf/
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Do you like the idea of allowing housing on the former school 
sites? 

• Support expressed for this idea 

What is your preferred alternative for the area? Why? Do you 
have other ideas that are not illustrated in these alternatives? 

• Alternative #1 – Allows for higher density along the transit core, which the other 

alternatives do not provide (x2) 

• Alternative #1 may not be going far enough in maximizing potential growth and 

change along El Camino Real 

What are the priority improvements or strategies for the area? 
• Housing for all incomes, especially middle and low income (x2) 

• Improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists (x2) 

o Provide protected bike lanes 

• Manage traffic and address limited parking, especially around BART 

• Improve the streetscape with more trees (aesthetics, pedestrian safety and 

environmental benefits) 

• Provide better connections from El Camino Real to Downtown and BART 

• Improve transit (e.g., work with BART on frequency of service and consider bus-

only lanes for SamTrans) 

• Consider creative ways to address traffic congestion and parking 

• Consider provisions for underground parking structures (not everyone will grow 

less dependent on cars) 

• Require special treatment of street corners (i.e. through design and locating 

commercial uses and gathering spaces there) 

Other Comments/Discussion Points 
• Extend the impact of new growth and change throughout the City for equity, and 

not just concentrated on Old Town (Downtown) 
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 Images from the small group meeting notes from the Virtual Whiteboard  
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Appendix 
EL CAMINO REAL AREA LAND USE ALTERNATIVES  
Higher resolution maps are available at https://shapessf.com/alternatives/. 

El Camino Real Current General Plan Land Use Map  

 

 
El Camino Real Alternative #1  

 

https://shapessf.com/alternatives/
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El Camino Real Alternative #2 

 
 
El Camino Real Alternative #3 
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Comparison of El Camino Real Land Use Alternatives 
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LIVE POLL RESULTS 

Demographics 
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Key Issues       Vision Statement 
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